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Hook-onomics
Reviewed by David R. Henderson

THE INVISIBLE HOOK:

The Hidden Economics of Pirates

By Peter Leeson

271 pages; Princeton University Press,

2009

What possible connection
could there be between eco-
nomics and a book on pira-

cy? A lot, as it turns out. Peter Leeson
explains this seemingly bizarre connec-
tion in page after page of his witty new
book, The Invisible Hook.

Leeson, an economics professor at
George Mason University, has had a life-
long fascination with piracy. It shows.
His central thesis is that the vast majori-
ty of pirates during the time period he
explores, the 17th and 18th centuries,
were rational. That is, they weighed costs
and benefits and followed their self-inter-
est. Despite the book’s title, a takeoff on
Adam Smith’s “invisible hand,” Leeson
does not claim that pirates were led by
their self-interest, as Smith’s business-
men were, to make things better for the
non-criminal class. Rather, he argues, we
can understand pirate behavior by apply-
ing the economic tools that we use to
understand the behavior of non-crimi-
nal businessmen. Leeson does so relent-
lessly, explaining why they showed the
Jolly Roger, established a reputation for
savagery, shared the loot relatively equal-
ly, didn’t discriminate against black peo-
ple, and had — believe it or not — tight
restrictions preventing their leaders from
having too much power.

BUCCANEER GOVERNANCE I’ll con-
sider the leadership point first because it

is Leeson’s biggest contribution to the
ongoing debate about the powers of gov-
ernment.

In two chapters titled, “Vote for Black-
beard” and “An-aargh-chy,” Leeson points
out that because the pirates were outlaws,
they couldn’t use legitimate governments
to enforce their agreements. Therefore,
pirates needed to comeupwith their own
institutions of governance. Leesonmakes
a strong distinction between government
and governance. Government, he writes,
“is always based on force,” but governance
needn’t be. Although pirates
had an anarchist society, it
was not chaotic. The pirates
essentially solved the prob-
lem that founding father
James Madison posed but
never solved: how to give the
governors enoughpower, but
not let them abuse it. The
pirates, Leeson writes, actu-
ally hadwritten constitutions
with a division of powers so
that no one leader could have too much
power. Leeson even reproduces one of the
constitutions in the book.

A key division of power was between
the captain and the quartermaster. The
captain had absolute power in times of
battle, but the quartermaster, who was
democratically elected, had the power to
allocate provisions, divide the loot, and
administer discipline. And the crews dis-
ciplined the captains. Leeson tells of one
episode in which the captains of a pirate
fleet borrowed some fancy clothes that
were part of the loot and wore them to
attract local women. The crews became
outraged at this transgression.Writes Lee-
son: “[I]f only all citizens guarded their
polity’s division of power as jealously as
pirates.”Hehas a point.Notice howaccus-
tomed we’ve become, for example, to the
U.S. president using Air Force One for
political purposes or for going on vacation
(or dates). And yet we do nothing.

PIRATE BEHAVIOR Whydid pirates fly
the Jolly Roger? Leeson answers by draw-
ing on the economic literature on signal-
ing. The buccaneers wanted to communi-
cate to their victims that resistance was
futile or worse, so as to avoid a costly, vio-
lent confrontation. The JollyRoger, Leeson
writes, “signaled ‘pirate,’ whichmeant two
things. If you resist us, we’ll slaughter you.
If you submit to us peacefully, we’ll let
you live.” That same signaling idea
explainswhymany pirates fed their image
as ruthless cutthroats. Some of themwere
ruthless cutthroats, of course, but for oth-
ers, ruthlessness had a practical purpose:
sometimes the image must be backed up
with deeds if theword “cutthroat” is to be
credible. Interestingly, though, one of the
most famouspirates, Blackbeard, had such

a fearsome reputation that
hewent to his deathwithout
having killed a single man.

Pirateswere also very prac-
tical when it came to race. In
the 1950s, University of
Chicago economist Gary
Beckerwrote his dissertation,
later turned into a book, on
the economics of discrimina-
tion. Becker showed that
there are strong forces in a

freemarket for employers not to discrimi-
nate on grounds of race. Becker’s argu-
ment is that those employerswouldmiss a
profit opportunity and, therefore, would
do less well than those who didn’t dis-
criminate on racial grounds. In short, free
markets make people pay a cost for dis-
crimination. In The Invisible Hook, Leeson
applies Becker’s insight to the buccaneers.
Hepresents strikingdata showing justhow
racially diverse pirate crews were. In laying
out theargument, though,heoverstateshis
case. He discusses a hypothetical situation
in which a bigoted employer hates red-
heads and shows how the employer will
either ignorehis prejudice and employ red-
heads or go out of business. This, in itself,
is not anoverstatement.ButLeeson’s impli-
cation seems tobe that the casewithblack
people is the same. It’snot, or at least itwas-
n’t a few decades ago, and the reason is
that there were many, not just one, anti-
black employers.AsBeckerhimself pointed
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out more correctly, the free market makes
racial discrimination costly, but it doesn’t
necessarily eliminate it.

AlthoughLeeson is a greatwriter, there
was one little annoyance: his “politically
correct” use of gender. Because of Leeson’s
use of the words “her” and “she,” a reader
might get the impression fromThe Invisible
Hook that the majority of employers and

themajority ofMITgraduates arewomen.
One last note: Leeson is obviously a

romantic. The sole line on the dedication
page is, “Ania, I love you; will you marry
me?” How many people do you know
who are so romantic that they will use a
page of their first single-authored book to
propose? Apparently, the fair damsel said
yes. Aargh R

TWO BILLION CARS:

Driving Toward Sustainability

By Daniel Sperling and Deborah Gordon

304 pages; Oxford University Press, 2009

Starting from the proposition that
“cars are arguably one of the great-
est man-made threats to human

society” this challenging book has been
written as a “call to action” to enable our
planet to “sustain” a doubling of the cur-
rentmotor vehicle fleet of one billion.Two
Billion Cars, which is particularly well writ-
ten and laid out, concludes that the plan-
et can indeed accommodate two billion
cars, provided the actions recommended
in the book are taken.

This reviewer is not convinced that sig-
nificant “global warming” is occurring,
or that any significant warming is caused
by human action, or that warmingwould
dohumanitymore harm than good.He is,
nevertheless impressed by the work done
to produce this attractive book, in which
he finds much of interest.

“SUSTAINABILITY” The first of the
book’s nine chapters describes the crisis it
addresses, explains its purpose, and pro-
vides a helpful guide to the eight chapters
that follow.

Chapter 2 (“Beyond the Gas-Guzzler
Monoculture”) recognizes that “cars have

Preparing for
Billions of Cars
Reviewed by Gabriel Roth

become our transportation mode of
choice” and that they “are here to stay.” It
sketches the history of motorized mobil-
ity anddeplores the “monoculture” that it
considers to be “unsustainable.” It con-
siders alternative vehicle engines and fuels
and concludes that, to be “sustainable,”
vehicles have to be smaller andmore fuel
efficient. This likelymakes them less safe.

“Sustainability” is, however, not
defined. And the chapter does not con-
vincingly explainwhy “today’s
car-based transportation sys-
tem, as pioneered inAmerica,
isn’t optimal or sustainable
for either society or individu-
als.” Transportation inAmer-
ica is certainly not “optimal”
(nor is it anywhere else), but it
has existed for over a century
and therefore cannot yet be
classed as “unsustainable.”

The authors state correctly
that “with so many vehicles and drivers
flooding the roads, the system breaks
down in gridlock, exacting a high price in
wasted time.” It is true thatwhen roads and
parking spaces are provided by govern-
ments at no additional charge, “the system
breaksdown ingridlock.”But this problem
can, inprinciple, be dealtwithby requiring
road users to pay the costs of their travel,
andproviding themwith the roads they are
prepared topay for, thus applying to roads
the principles we take for granted for the
supply of food,water, andothernecessities.

The traffic congestion problem is thus
due to themismanagement of road space.
The chapter does indeed recommend

“greater use of pricing” to restrain the
demand for roaduse and to create “amore
diversifiedandefficient transportation sys-
tem,” but the authors do not discuss
whethermarketpricingand investment for
roads could, by themselves, mitigatemany
of the ills described in the first chapter.

A major deficiency in this chapter is
that it does not state whether going
“beyond the Gas-Guzzler Monoculture”
will result in a decline in themiles traveled
or tripsmade per person per day. The fre-
quent references to car sharing and better
public transport suggest that adoption of
the book’s recommendations would
reduce the amount of travel because trav-
el time is limited and public transport,
however good, cannotmatch the door-to-
door speed offered by the private car. But
the book is silent on this critical issue.

Anotherdeficiency in this chapter is the
meager discussion of road safety and the
effect of vehicle size on fatalities. Safety
experts estimated that fuel efficiency stan-
dardsmandatedbyCongress increase fatal-
ities on U.S. roads by some 2,000 lives a
year.Theauthors ignore this issueandeven
criticizeheaviervehicles fordamaging lighter
ones in accidents. But heavier vehicles are

safer insingle-vehicleaccidents
and also when accidents
involving only heavy vehicles
are compared with accidents
involving only light ones.
Road accidents now cost one
million lives a yearworldwide,
and10millionserious injuries.
Further reductions in vehicle
weights and sizes are likely to
increase this carnage.

Chapter 2 also contains
an interesting and welcome discussion of
“paratransit” and other “informal” meth-
odsofpublic transport. The chapter points
out that such systemshave been regulated
out of existence in the United States, and
recommends their development.

Less welcome is the call for “better
land usemanagement… [because] greater
geographic density leads to less travel.”
This claim is often made but difficult to
support. California has the highest resi-
dential densities in theUnited States (that
in Los Angeles being 30 percent higher
thanNewYork’s), but high levels of traffic
and congestion. High densities in Euro-
pean cities are not associatedwith smooth
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traffic flows. Land use controls tend to
reduce available accommodation and thus
to increase its price. This recommendation
merits further discussion.

Chapter 3, “Breaking Detroit’s Hold
on Energy and Climate Policy,” discusses
the influence of American automakers
anddeplores the fact that theywere unable
to make small cars at a profit. This chap-
ter has nowbeenovertakenby events, with
General Motors becoming “sustainable”
onlywith the aid of taxpayer funding. The
authors predict, probably correctly, that
the Japanese will retain their lead in the
development and production of small,
energy-efficient cars.

Chapter 4, “In Search of Low-Carbon
Fuels,” is devoted to the search for alter-
natives to gasoline topower the
forecasted twobillion cars. This
is an informative reviewof fuels
such as coal, diesel, ethanol,
hydrogen,methanol, andnatu-
ral gas. It concludes that it will
not be easy to replace gasoline
in the near future.

Chapter 5, “Aligning Big Oil with the
Public Interest,” describes the growth of
the oil industry and theways it is trying to
“greenwash” itself into an “energy” indus-
tryworthy of “government intervention…
to assure timely investments in clean ener-
gy.” This chapter containsmuch of inter-
est, including a discussion of when the
world will run out of oil (not soon) and
whether “cap and trade” is a good idea (for
transportations, it’s not). It reminds read-
ers that many oil resources outside the
United States have not been seriously
explored: “More than 60 percent of all oil
producing oil-wells in theworld are in the
United States, even though it has less than
3 percent of the world’s oil.”

But the authors do not recommend
more oil exploration. They focus on alter-
native methods of reducing the demand
for fossil fuels and favor a combination of
a low-carbon fuel standard combinedwith
high taxes on gasoline and diesel fuels in
order to create a “price floor,” giving $4 a
gallon as an example. They argue that this
would have the additional advantage of
reducing the flow of petrol-dollars to
regimes seeking to harm theWest.

CHANGING CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

Chapter 6, “The Motivated Consumer,”

considers the behavior of American trav-
elers and ways to influence it. This chap-
ter is less convincing, and so is its conclu-
sion that consumer behavior “must”
change. The argument is based on two
assumptions:

� The American desire for increased
motorized mobility is in conflict
“with the greater public good.”

� Americans differ from other
nations’ citizens in their much
greater use of cars, or as the
authors put it, “Traveling alone by
car is the American way.”

The first assumption is inherent in the
book’s thesis, which this reviewer does
not accept, that cars harm humanity by

contributing significantly to global warm-
ing. But even if one accepts this assump-
tion, it does not follow that any benefit to
humanity, however small, justifies any
restriction on mobility, however severe.
Restrictions on mobility can only be
accepted to the extent that “the punish-
ment fits the crime,” to borrow a phrase
from The Mikado. The recognized way of
dealingwith “externalities” is to impose on
the damaging activity a tax equal to the
damage caused, and a tax on carbon is
indeed one of the authors’ principal rec-
ommendations. So why not stop there,
by just imposing the requisite taxes (not
forgetting to also grant subsidies to activ-
ities generating positive externalities) and
leave it to those seekingmobility to adjust
their behavior accordingly?

The answer to this questionmay lie in
the authors’ discussion of “small carbon
and fuel taxes.” The authors write that “a
carbon (or fuel) taxwould have to be huge
to induce change,” and that even a tax of
$50 per ton of carbon dioxide (which
would raise the price of gasoline “only”
about 45 cents a gallon) would not “moti-
vate” road users to change their behavior.
A “non-motivating” tax of $50 a ton canbe
compared with the price of $3.50 a ton
charged on theU.S. RegionalGreenhouse

Gas Initiative for the right to emit a ton of
carbon dioxide, and $13.50 a ton charged
on the European market. It seems, then,
that the authors recommend that those
seeking motorized mobility be taxed at
far higher rates thanother users of carbon.

Why is this? The authors certainly rec-
ognize the importance of mobility, but
apparently not the right of travelers to
use the mode of their choice. Thus they
observe that “attempts to get Americans
out of their cars have failed,” as if getting
people out of cars is an acceptable objec-
tive of government policy. Do the authors
share the Duke of Wellington’s fear that
the development of modern transport
modes would “encourage the lower class-
es tomove about needlessly”?

Most travel is undertaken
not for its own sake, but to
facilitate other objectives, such
as work, shopping, or social
activities. Travel restrictions
are universally resisted because
they restrict activities and
reduce opportunities. Yes, the

failures of governments (except in Sin-
gapore) to deal with traffic congestion
createmajor problems, but those failures
can be addressed directly and do not jus-
tify the subjection of road users world-
wide to discriminatory taxation and less-
safe vehicles.

AndAmericans are not unique in their
desire for mobility. According to a poll
carried out inBeijing, “Youngerworkers in
China’s capital want to own a car more
than any other product.” The late trans-
portation analyst Yacov Zahavi, who stud-
ied travel characteristics in many coun-
tries, noted in a 1976 World Bank paper
thatwhen similar incomegroups are com-
pared, people all over the world behave
similarly andmaximize their travel within
the constraints of time and money fac-
ing them. Rich people travel more than
poor people, increases in income being
associatedwithmore than proportionate
increases in travel by car.

Americans do, as mentioned in this
chapter, travel greater distances than oth-
ers, but that is because their greaterwealth
has enabled their governments to build
roads that accommodate higher speeds.
When this reviewer lived in the Los Ange-
les area in 1980 he would not hesitate to
drive 60 miles to an evening concert, an

The authors recommend that those seeking
motorized mobility be taxed at far higher rates

than other uses of carbon.
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activity not practicable in the London
area, much less in Bogota orManila.

Chapter 7, “California’s Pioneering
Role,” presents California as “a model in
leading theworld.” This interesting chap-
ter reviewsCalifornia’s history, emphasiz-
ing the role and achievements of Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger, who also con-
tributed the book’s foreword.

Unfortunately this chapter has also
been overtaken by events. As Victor Davis
Hanson noted in a March 8, 2009, Wash-
ington Timesop-ed,California nowhas “the
worst credit in the nation … the fourth-
highest unemployment rate and the sec-
ond-highest home foreclosure rate, thanks
to enormously inflated prices due in part
to complicated building regulations, high
labor costs, and often Byzantine land-use
restrictions” of the kind recommended in
Chapter 2 of this book. But those who
have suffered from California’s inability
to manage its transport infrastructure —
for example, the inability to dealwith traf-
fic congestion inwealthyLosAngeles—will
find it hard to accept the transport policies
of 21st century California as models for
others to follow.

Chapter 8 focuses on China, for three
reasons:

� China is now the largest contribu-
tor of greenhouse gases to the
atmosphere.

� The authors want China to
become a model to other develop-
ing countries on how to avoid the
transport errors of the West.

� The authors believe that China
could export fuel-saving, unsafe
vehicles, such as battery-powered
bicycles, to Western countries.

This chapter presents an interesting
review of these and other issues. China
could, in fact, have avoided much of its
urban transport problems by following
Singapore in the 1970s andpricing theuse
of its congested roads, but economic
sophisticationhas not been a strongpoint
in recent Chinese regimes. Some readers
might also wonder whether a totalitarian
government that seeks to control the
number of children permitted to families
is likely to do more good than harm if
encouraged to involve itself further in
transport policy.

The book’s final chapter presents the

authors’ recommendations for a “sus-
tainable future” able to accommodate two
billion cars. They seek “a different vision…
one that accommodates the desire for per-
sonal mobility but with a reduced envi-
ronmental and geopolitical footprint.”
What might this involve? The authors
focus on three kinds of reform:

� transforming vehicles,
� transforming fuels, and
� transforming consumer and local
government behavior.

Summarizing thematerials in the ear-
lier chapters, the authors envisage the
widespread use of smaller, lighter, more
expensive, and less safe vehicles, replacing
those we know now. They also expect sig-
nificant changes in travel behavior, result-
ing from more responsive road pricing
(whichGPSnavigation systemsnowmake
practicable) and higher density living,
though they do not tell us whether “sus-
tainable” living will involve less travel.

How likely is all this to happen? Will
such changes be “sustainable”? As Niels
Bohr noted, “Prediction is very difficult,
especially if it’s about the future” Readers
will have to form their own opinions
after studying the options described in
this valuable and informative book. The
taxation of gasoline to give it a “floor”
cost of $4 a gallon is obviously appealing
to politicians whose aspirations outstrip
current government rev-
enues, but Americans have
shown themselves to be
reluctant to reduce the size
of their vehicles, nor —
unless their incomes fall —
will they be likely to travel
less, nor to switch to living at
higher densities.

The world’s population is
expected to hit nine billion
by 2040. Not two, not three,
but four to five billion cars will be needed
then for the majority to have the level of
motorized mobility available in, say,
France, today.Will the prescriptions given
in this book enable this level ofmobility to
be achieved? Or might the application of
market economy principles to roads suf-
fice? Or will growing traffic congestion
dominate the development of urban areas
and thus inhibitmotorization?Only time
will tell.

Seeing the
Unseen
Reviewed by George Leef

APPLIED ECONOMICS:

Thinking Beyond Stage One

By Thomas Sowell

256 pages; Basic Books, 2009

In one of his early economics courses
as aHarvardundergraduate, Thomas
Sowell was asked by the professor to

say what policy he advocated to deal with
some major issue. Sowell eagerly replied,
giving a standard interventionist prescrip-
tion that he figured would impress the
professor. (Inhis youthful days, Sowellwas
a leftist.) The professor, Arthur Smithies,
then surprisedSowell by asking, “And then
what will happen?” Sowell stumbled
around for an answer to the unexpected
question, and after he gave it, Smithies
again asked, “And thenwhatwill happen?”

Fromthat encounter, Sowell drewacru-
cial lesson: Don’t stop thinking at stage
one.ProfessorSmithies, towhomthebook
is dedicated, had taught him that a good
economistdoesn’t simply lookat the imme-
diate and obvious consequences of an

action, but tries to think
through all of the long-run
consequences as well. Unfor-
tunately, most Americans are
not good economists and
therefore are easyprey for cru-
sading politicians who say,
“Electme and I’ll pass laws to
ensure good education (or
housing,ormedical care, etc.).”

In 1850, Frédéric Bastiat
observed that people usually

focus only on the seen and ignore the
unseen. Sowell has written a book that
applies Bastiat’s insight to seven contem-
porary issues: the labor market, health
care, housing, risk assumption, immigra-
tion, discrimination, and national eco-
nomic development. This volume is a
revised and enlarged edition of Sowell’s
2004 book, with one entirely new chapter
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(immigration) and newmaterial on sever-
al issues, including health care and espe-
cially housing. Since the publication of
the earlier edition, the U.S. economy has
been thrown into turmoil with the burst-
ing of the housing bubble. Sowell wants to
help Americans understand that seismic
event by taking thempast the “stage one”
political rhetoric andmedia commentary.

POLITICS Even if the reader never went
past Sowell’s first chapter, “Politics versus
Economics,”hewouldhave receivedasplen-
did introduction to thebranchof econom-
ics that deals with the peculiarities (and
mostly inefficiencies) of political decision-
making:PublicChoice theory. In
school,Americans are taught to
revere democracy and are put
into something like a trance
with regard to theabilityof gov-
ernment to improve society.
Sowell challengesall that.Voters
often choose candidates with-
out having more than the flimsiest idea
about theirproposals, he argues,much less
any consideration of the effects those pro-
posals would have beyond stage one.

Sowell also points out that politicians
are usually fixated on the next election,
causing even the most honest of them to
dwell on short-runpoliciesmeant to show
voters that they’re concerned and “doing
something.” Most of them will support
laws and regulations that have hoped-for
beneficial effects, knowing that few voters
will think past the hoped-for to under-
stand the panoply of actual effects. That is
whydevastatingpolicies like rent control are
enacted — the hoped-for result of making
housing “affordable” soundsappealingand
that’s enough towinpopularitywithmost
voters. The gradual deterioration of the
rental housing stockwill happen too slow-
ly to have political repercussions — and in
any case can be blamed on landlords.

One of the hallmarks of Sowell’s work
is his impatiencewith themindless tropes
of politics. Among those he slays right off
the bat is the phrase “politics is the art of
the possible.” Often, he observes, politics
amounts to foolish efforts at attempting
impossible things, such as demanding low
electricity prices while at the same time
passing laws that obstruct the building of
new power plants.

By itself, Sowell’s chapter on politics

wouldmake a terrific handout in political
science classes where the professor wants
his students to understand the economic
case for limiting government to defense
andorder-keeping functions. Political deci-
sion-making is apt to lead to waste and
folly because the actors rarely go beyond
stage-one thinking. Therefore, the fewer
decisions that are made in the political
realm, the better.

Probably foremost on the minds of
many readerswill be Sowell’s discussionof
the economics of housing,where thedam-
age done by failing to thinkpast stage one
has been enormous. Only a small portion
of his chapter pertains to the late housing

bubble. Before getting to that, he covers the
adverse effect thatmany government poli-
cies have on housing prices, such as large
minimum lot size regulations, historic
preservationmandates, “open space” laws,
rent controls, and other legal devices that
supplant the freemarketwith the goals of
third parties, most of whom already have
just the kind of housing theywant. Sowell
makes it clear that there would be no
“affordable housing problem” if it weren’t
for such interventions.

The housing boom and bust of recent
years was a result of government med-
dling, Sowell argues. ACalifornia resident
(Sowell is a senior fellow at the Hoover
Institution at StanfordUniversity), hewas
near the epicenter of the housing earth-
quake. In March 2005, he notes, housing
prices in SanMateoCountywere rising by
an average of $2,000 per day. But the sky-
rocketing prices and accompanying
increases in home equity that so many
people came to depend on were artificial.
Sowell places much of the blame for the
housing bubble on the Federal Reserve,
claiming it drove interest rates to extraor-
dinarily low levels, inducing people to buy
houses they could only afford as long as
rates remained abnormally low and the
bubble kept expanding. Unfortunately, he
does not go into other government inter-
ventions that have also come under criti-

cism, such as Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac,
and the Community Reinvestment Act.
A few more pages on the federal govern-
ment’s responsibility and refuting the
excuses being offered by the political estab-
lishment (that deregulationwas the cause,
allowing financial institutions to take too
much risk, is a common line) would have
made the chapter more powerful.

RISK Speaking of risk, the book’s chap-
ter onhowpeople respond to risk is equal-
ly illustrative of the damage done when
stage-one thinking shoves aside themarket.
“Since risk is inescapable,” Sowell writes,
“the questionof howmuch risk to tolerate

is a question of weighing one
cost against another.Often this
is not done, especially when
thosewhomake suchdecisions
do not pay the costs.”

A good example (and one
showing that it is not only
politicianswhomakedecisions

withoutpaying the costs) is the automobile
safety “movement.” That movement took
off in 1965 with the publication of Ralph
Nader’s bookUnsafe atAny Speed. Thebook
was a brilliant piece of chicanery, using
deceptive arguments to convince the pub-
lic that there was an auto safety problem,
andworse, that the automakers didn’t care
about safety. Focusing on the Chevrolet
Corvair, Nader insinuated that General
Motorswas almost criminally negligent in
selling a deathtrap to unsuspecting Amer-
icans.As intended, this attackonGMled to
apublic relationsdisaster for the company,
causing it to quickly drop themodel. Also
as intended, it was a public relations tri-
umph forNader andothers eager to influ-
ence the way cars aremade.

Sowell shows that Nader’s attack on
the Corvair and his broader insinuation
that the automanufacturersweren’t inter-
ested in safetywas bogus. In points of fact,
the Corvair was as safe as other compact
models of the time and the long-run trend
of auto safety was very positive. Without
any government interference, manufac-
turershadbeen improving car safety steadi-
ly. The fatality rate in 1965 was less than
one third what it had been in the 1920s.

Nevertheless, Nader’s crusade was a
success. Influenced by “pro-safety” groups,
the federal government soon began to
intrude into auto design with mandates

Often, he observes, politics amounts
to foolish efforts at

attempting impossible things.
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that made cars more expensive but did
little to make them safer. Political grand-
standing replaced the careful balancing
of safety benefits with their costs. When
safety groups andpoliticians demand that
they are entitled tomake decision on safe-
ty tradeoffs, they harm consumers.

Government meddling in insurance
markets is just as detrimental. Insurance
companies need to charge high-enough
premiums to cover the anticipated risk of
loss, but it’s common for “compassionate”
politicians to step in tohelp the insured.For
example, government has prevented pri-
vate insurers from charging enough to
propertyowners inhurricane-proneareas to
continue to provide coverage. As a result,
private insurance is leaving and that great
insurer of last resort, the federal govern-
ment, is moving in. Property owners get
subsidized insurance,with the costs spread
to the rest of the population. It’s econom-
ically inefficient to encourage people to
live inhigh-risk areas and it’s a baddeal for
Americans forced to pay the subsidies, but
that’swhathappenswhenyou transfer pri-
vate decision-making to government.

Another hot political issue facing the
country is medical care. As this goes to
press, theObama administration is push-
ing a “public option” government-operat-
ed health care plan that, if you think past
stage one, amounts to ahealth care system
run by politicians and bureaucrats. The
president and his allies profess that their
system will reduce health care costs, but
Sowellmaintains that such assurances are
implausible. The increasing demand for
medical services will make prices rise, and
if the government tries to combat that
withprice controls (as other countries have
done) the result will be a reduction in the
supply of doctors, hospitals, andpharma-
ceuticals. Is thatwhat anyone reallywants?

Sowell constantly reminds us that we
live in a world of scarcity. Trying to get
more of one thingmeans giving up some-
thing else. At an abstract level, no one can
disagree. But when it comes to specific
policy questions, stage-one thinking often
takes over, with politicians and activists
advancing utopian schemes. The great
virtue of this book, as well as any of Sow-
ell’s other books, is that it teaches the
individual to say, “Wait aminute—here’s
what you’re forgetting…” when he hears
those schemes.

that the only legitimate purpose of
antitrust is to promote economic effi-
ciency and that, by that standard, most
antitrust case law fails. Not surprisingly,
therefore, their bottom line is that most
of the case against Microsoft was faulty
and that the few parts of Microsoft’s
behavior that one could justifiably object
to had only a small effect. Although they
never quite come out and say it, the read-
er is led to conclude that the country
would have been better off had the case
never been brought.

I shouldmake a few disclosures before
I go any further. First, I earnedmyPh.D. in
economics at UCLA during the 1970s,
and much of what I know of antitrust
economics comes from having studied

underHaroldDemsetz, Sam
Peltzman, and Benjamin
Klein, all of whom are
steeped in theChicago school
tradition. Second, in the late
1990s and in 2000, as a regu-
lar columnist forRedHerring,
I wrote a number of articles
analyzingMicrosoft’s behav-
ior and arguing that there
was no good case for
antitrust measures against

the firm. Finally, in 2002, after I hadwrit-
ten all those articles,Microsoft hiredme to
write more on the case, which I did. My
associationwithMicrosoft ended in 2003.

JUDGE JACKSON Page and Lopatka’s
first chapter, “Origins,” takes the reader on
an excursion through the development
of economic and legal thinking on
antitrust law andmonopolization. It also
lays out the basics ofMicrosoft’s behavior
and the argumentsmade by its attackers,
chief among themNetscape. The authors
introduce the idea of “network effects,” an
increase in value that a user derives from
a good that is brought about by an
increase in the number of other users of
the same good.

In the second chapter, “Decisions,”

THE MICROSOFT CASE: Antitrust,

High Technology, and Consumer

Welfare

ByWilliam H. Page and John E. Lopatka

347 pages; University of Chicago Press,

2009

In politics, no issue is ever settled. No
matter how strong the evidence and
arguments on one side, there will

always be people on the other side and, if
the political forces are aligned just so, they
will be able to raise the issue again and,
sometimes, get their way.

For that reason, books and articles that
thoroughly document and evaluate both
sides of an issue serve an important pur-
pose.TheMicrosoft Case, origi-
nally published in 2007 and
nowout inpaperback, is such
abook.AuthorsWilliamPage
and John Lopatka, law pro-
fessors at the University of
Florida and Penn State Uni-
versity respectively, do a
painstaking job of laying out
the allegations, facts, and
analysis inU.S. v.Microsoft, the
biggest antitrust case of the
Clinton administration. Like all good law
professors, they footnote virtually every
claim: thebookhas1,517 footnotes and, for
that reason alone, will surely be an impor-
tant source on the case for years to come.

But The Microsoft Case is far more than
a source. It’s also a coherent analysis by
two economically literate legal scholars
who are obviously doing their best to
present an unbiased account. Page and
Lopatka do not start tabula rasa. They
are strong adherents of the “Chicago
school” of antitrust law, which holds

Documenting U.S.
v. Microsoft
Reviewed by David R. Henderson

David R. Henderson is a research fellow with the

Hoover Institution and an associate professor of

economics at the Graduate School of Business and

Public Policy at the Naval Postgraduate School in

Monterey, Calif. He is the editor of The Concise Ency-
clopedia of Economics (Liberty Fund, 2008). He
blogs at www.econlog.econlib.org.R
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Page and Lopatka methodically lay out
the decisions that Judge Thomas Penfield
Jackson made in presiding over the case
and that the Court of Appeals made in
rejecting much of what Jackson found.
This chapter, thoughdense, will be impor-
tant for thosewhowant to know the exact
details of the decisions. The chapter’s dis-
cussion of the judge’smisconduct is espe-
cially colorful. Two months before he
issued his findings of fact, Jackson gave a
series of interviews to reporters from the
NewYorker and theNewYork Times. In the
interviews, he expressed negative views
about the leading Microsoft officials,
including Bill Gates. He said he viewed
Gates as arrogant and unethical, and
referred to him as “a smart-mouthed
young kid…whoneeds a little discipline.”
And Jackson comparedMicrosoft’s behav-
ior to that of gangland killers.Whoknew?
Many of us thought Microsoft was just
selling a fairly good product and figur-
ing out how to extract from consumers as
much of the value of the product as it
could. Silly us. It was this conduct by Jack-
son that led the Court of Appeals to dis-
qualify him and hand the case to Judge
Colleen Kollar-Kotelly.

The authors don’t quite come out and
say this, but I will: Judge Jackson seemed
to see the case as a grudge match against
both Bill Gates and the Court of Appeals.
In the above quote about Gates being
“smart-mouthed,” Jackson added a line
that the book’s authors don’t quote.
According to his interviewer, theNewYork-
er’s Ken Auletta, Jackson said: “I’ve often
said to colleagues that Gates would be
better off if he had finished Harvard.”
Auletta also quotes Jackson saying that
part of his motive in splitting his finding
of facts fromhis finding of the lawwas “to
confront the Court of Appeals with an
established factual record which is a fait
accompli.” There’s nothing wrong with
that, except that Jackson confessed that
“part of the inspiration for doing that is
that I takemild offense at their reversal of
mypreliminary injunction in the consent-
decree case.” Rule of law, anyone?

THE ECONOMICS The third through
fifth chapters, titled “Markets,” “Practices
I: Integration,” and “Practices II: TheMar-
ketDivisionProposal, ExclusiveContracts,
and Java,” contain the guts of the eco-

nomic analysis. The authors integrate nice-
ly the facts of the case with the economic
analysis.

The authors’ analysis is so compre-
hensive that a short review cannot do
their book justice. Instead, I’ll highlight
some of the ways they hit the bull’s-eye.
Take, for example, the path dependence
theory espoused by some critics of
Microsoft. According to the theory, peo-
ple can get locked into an inferior tech-
nology because network effects give the
early innovator an advantage. Page and
Lopatka point out, though, that there is
no necessary market failure from that
fact alone. Citing the work of economists
Stan Liebowitz and StevenMargolis, they
point out that if the cost of switching
from the inferior to the superior tech-
nology is less than the incremental bene-
fit from switching, people will switch.
The authors also point out that Judge
Jacksonmistakenly sawnetwork effects as
something bad, but the Court of Appeals
got it right, understanding that network
effects add value for consumers.

A particularly persuasive part of their
book is their refutation of Jackson’s idea
that Microsoft’s bundling of its browser,
Internet Explorer (IE), with its operating
system, Windows, was anticompetitive.
His argument was that this bundling
made it difficult for Netscape to com-
petewith itsNavigator browser.Of course,
the bundling made Netscape’s life diffi-
cult — competition from an implicitly
zero-price product with low distribution
costs tends to do that. But, note the
authors in seconding the Court of
Appeal’s reasoning, “Such an action rais-
es Netscape’s costs of distributing its
browser only to the extent it reduces the
consumers’ costs of acquiringMicrosoft’s
browser.” In other words, this alleged anti-
competitive action, howevermuch it hurt
Netscape, benefited consumers.

Jacksondisputed this, the authors note,
actually claiming thatMicrosoft hurt con-
sumers by giving them something for free.
How so? Maybe, Jackson argued, they
wanted a browser other than IE, or they
wanted no browser at all. Page and Lopat-
ka point out that this “harm,” if there
was one, had to be dwarfed by the huge
benefit to consumers from a free browser
that came with the operating system.
Moreover, they note, if there was a harm

donewith the free IE that consumers sup-
posedly didn’t want, this harm was not
due to bundling per se, but to a failure to
allow easy unbundling. Finally, echoing
the Court of Appeals, they note that “all
other commercially significant PC oper-
ating system manufacturers include a
browser.” This is strong evidence that con-
sumers wanted a browser.

Prosecutors in an antitrust case against
amonopolist typically argue that restrict-
ing the monopolist’s conduct or, in the
extreme, breaking up themonopolist will
allowmore competition. Page and Lopat-
ka write, though, that the argument the
government made in the Microsoft case
was that the competition was “a battle
between standards for the hearts and
minds of developers.” Therefore, the
authors point out, if the government had
gotten its way, the result would not have
been lessmonopoly but, rather, a different
monopolist. Theynote that this discussion
was prominent in the oral argument
before the Court of Appeals. They repro-
duce ahilarious 2.5-page dialogue between
one of the judges and the government’s
appellate counsel, JeffreyMinear, inwhich
the judge drags Minear to a begrudging
admission of that fact.

This is not to say that the Court of
Appeals was always wise. In remanding
the case to a different judge, the court
required the government to show that
Microsoft harmed competition in themar-
ket for browsers. That sounds like a plau-
sible thing for the court to require until
you learn that the same court precluded
the government fromproving that such a
market existed. That could be rawmateri-
al for aMonty Python skit.

CRITICISMS I have two criticisms of the
book: one as an economist and the other
as a logician.My criticismas an economist
is of the authors’ statement, “IfMicrosoft
had required the consumer to pay a posi-
tive price for IE to purchase Windows,
then the consumer would have had a
reduced incentive to pay a second price to
acquire another browser.” This is false.
Once the consumer, by their assumption,
has paid a positive price for IE, this price
becomes a sunk cost.Unless this price is so
high that it wouldhave a substantial effect
on the buyer’s wealth — and no one
claimed that— then the already-paid price
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would have no effect on the decision to
buy a second browser.

My logical criticism is of the authors’
claim about the government’smotives for
bringing the Microsoft case. They quote
the view of economistsMilton Friedman,
Thomas Sowell, Fred McChesney, and
William Shughart that the case was
brought becauseMicrosoft’s competitors
wanted to hobble competition from
Microsoft. Then they respond, “Difficult
as it is for libertarians to accept,Microsoft
has defenders among scholars who have

Jeremy Lott is an editor at Capital ResearchCenter

and author of TheWarmBucket Brigade: TheStory of
theAmericanVice Presidency (ThomasNelson,2008).

no personal interest in protecting ineffi-
cient firms.” But I would bet that Fried-
man had no difficulty whatsoever in
accepting this. Friedman always made
clear, no matter what issue he discussed,
that most of those who disagreed with
him were well-intentioned. But he also
realized that special interests often play a
role in the political process.One can think
that the case was brought because of spe-
cial interests, while also thinking that
some of the supporters represented no
special interests.

THE HOUSING BOOM AND BUST

By Thomas Sowell

184 pages; Basic Books, 2009

Thomas Sowell’sTheHousing Boom
and Bust comes to us wrapped in
Spartan simplicity: no subtitle,

no author photo, no “Sowell is a genius!”
or “Buy this book!” blurbs. The title and
packaging convey the sense that this book
is too important and too impatient for
that sort of thing (or, perhaps, too rushed
in order to take advantage of the news
cycle). Fortunately, the bookdoes deliver a
powerful —and timely — argument.

Sowell writes of theU.S. housing crisis
that there was, in fact, “no single dramat-
ic event that set this off, theway the assas-
sinationof theArchdukeFerdinand set off
the chain of events that led to the First
WorldWar or the way the arrest of politi-
cal operatives committing burglary at the
Watergate Hotel led to the resignation of
President RichardNixon.” That emphati-
cally does not mean that moral agency
playednopart in the dramatic rise and col-
lapse of housing prices. It simply means
that the guilty parties are going to have an
easier time when they try to spread the
blame and point the finger elsewhere.

For some observers, the misdirection
has worked. Richard Posner’s deeplymis-
guided newbook called the housing-driv-

A Failure of Progressivism
Reviewed by Jeremy Lott

en recession “a failure of capitalism.” Sow-
ell knows better. He explains that a “series
of very questionable decisions by many
people, in many places, over a period of
years, built up the pressures that led to a
sudden collapse of the housing market
and of financial institutions that began to
fall like dominoes.”Okay, but
what decisions? Which peo-
ple? The author’s long life-
time as an economic histori-
an comes in handy for this
financial and political who-
dunit, because he knows
where more than a few bad
arguments are buried. He
marshals the statistics and
other data to show us the
ugly truth ofwhat happened.

We know part of the story: U.S. hous-
ing prices ballooned, then quickly deflat-
ed. The value of the securities based on
housing prices took a big hit, imperiling
many financial institutions in theUnited
States and elsewhere. But the growth and
the deflation were not evenly spread out
over the country. Between 2000 and 2005,
the national median price of homes rose
from $143,600 to $209,600 — 46 percent,
not adjusting for inflation. In several states
and localities, the increasewasmuchhigh-
er: 79 percent in New York City, 110 per-
cent in Los Angeles, 127 percent in San
Diego. The bust has depressed prices in
most housing markets. In markets with
price growthwell above the national aver-
age, sales have cratered. This has created

new crises for several state governments.
The State ofCalifornia, whichused tax rev-
enues from boom times to go on a mad
spending spree, is near bankruptcy.

Why was the housing boom so much
moreexplosive ina fewstates and localities?
Sowell argues thatmisguidedpoliciesplayed
a role.Hemarshals several studies showing
that the places with strict growth policies
caused housing prices to become progres-
sively more expensive. The rise in prices,
coupledwith low interest rates, prompteda
lotof speculation in real estate.Additional-
ly, many first-time buyers jumped into the
market, figuring they’d better get in now
before everything had shot completely out
of theirprice range.Thebuyerswerehelped
along by new financial arrangements that
made it easier to purchase a homewith lit-
tle or no down payment, even if their cred-
it histories were awful.

But why did banks so drastically lower
their standards to accommodate first-time
and subprime home buyers? Some loos-
eningof standardsmighthave been tempt-
ing in a bull real estate market but, really,
loanswithnodownpayments?Downpay-

ments have historically
worked like economic
hostages to ensure thatmort-
gages get paid back.Why give
up that necessary leverage?

“Economics cannot ex-
plain such things,” writes
Sowell. “For that we must
turn to the politics of hous-
ing.” While some interested
parties are furiously fingering
the “greed” of banks and the

dangerous “deregulatory” approachof the
U.S. government, Sowell argues that’s exact-
ly the opposite ofwhathappened: “In real-
ity, government loan agencies not only
approved themore lax standards formort-
gage loan applicants, government officials
were in fact the driving force behind the
looseningofmortgage loan requirements.”

Take Barney Frank, current chairman
of theHouse Financial Services Commit-
tee. In 2003, he brushed aside warnings
that government-sponsored loan guaran-
tors Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, at the
urging of Congress, were enabling too
manymarginal loans. Critics, Frank said,
were trying to “conjure up the possibility
of serious financial losses to the Treas-
ury” when, really, the federal government

R
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HOW THE CHICAGO SCHOOL

OVERSHOT THE MARK:

The Effect of Conservative Economic

Analysis on U.S. Antirust

Edited by Robert Pitofsky

309 pages; Oxford University Press, 2008

One of the most important devel-
opments inU.S. legal historyhas
been the courts’ mid-20th cen-

tury adoptionof the “Chicago school” view
of antitrust. Before that time, antitrust law
seemed to accept the simplis-
tic view that “big is bad” —
that almost any action by a
large corporation and even
manymoves by smaller firms
were legally suspect. The
Chicago insight — so named
because many of the econo-
mists and legal scholars who
laid its foundations have ties
to theUniversityofChicago—
was that,many times, actions
by big firms that result in larger market
shares are beneficial to consumers, and
actionsby large and small firms that some-
howseemunfair to their competitors often
benefit consumersnonetheless. The result
of this insight is greater skepticism by the
courts and by antitrust enforcers that,
thougha firm’s actionsmay cause its com-
petitors distress, that does not mean the

Chicago and post-Chicago antitrust. The
rest of the book’s contents are not well
delineated, though they are groupedunder
five general subject areas: Chicago’s stress
on efficiency, dominant firms, two aspects
of vertical relations, andhorizontalmergers.

The origins and actual timing of this
effort are unclear. One paper refers to an
underlying conference, but it is not men-
tioned elsewhere and aGoogle search pro-
duced nothing. Lawyers outnumber econ-
omists in this volume; eight articles are
lawyer-written; five are by economists; the
last is by an economist and lawyer-econo-
mist.More importantly, themajority once
were government antitrust officials.

Given the repetition between papers
and the law journal–like devotion to exten-
sive notes, the book relies heavily on asser-
tions instead of the extensive reasoning
that is needed to make its case. What we
get are claims that stronger enforcement of
antitrust is desirable and possible, inways
about which the different contributors
seem to disagree.

THE OVERVIEW Four of the five overview
essays deal in slightly different ways with
key points about the Chicago approach:

� Antitrust during the “pre-
Chicago” era was governed by
unsound economics and ill-
defined objectives.

� Chicago economists and lawyers
seized on those deficiencies to
mount devastating attacks.

� However, considerable variation
prevailed among the legal schol-
ars and economists who are iden-
tified with Chicago.

� Not all of the criticism of pre-
Chicago antitrust came from
Chicago.

� The criticisms were enormously
influential on the practice of
antitrust.

� The acceptance of the Chicago
view was not complete.

� A subsequent post-Chicago
school of new industrial econom-
ics arose to show that under some
circumstances the Chicago argu-
ments did not hold.

� The post-Chicago findings should
be used to develop a stronger
approach to antitrust.
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had “probably done too little rather than
toomuch to push [Fannie andFreddie] to
meet the goals of affordable housing.”He
would, he said at the time, prefer to “get
Fannie and Freddie into helping low-
incomehousing andpossiblymoving into
something that is more explicitly a sub-
sidy.” He added, “I want to roll the dice a
little bit more” on housing subsidy.

Sowell doesn’t stop there. Rather than
a large, unexpected systemic failure, he
tells a tale of individuals in the grip of a

grand, unyielding vision: of congressmen
and presidents hell-bent on expanding
homeownership regardless of cost, of reg-
ulators vilified for trying to halt this slow-
motion train wreck, of banks forced to
give bad loans by regulators and shake-
down community activists, of people in
power who glimpsed the coming disaster
but spoke too softly or too late.

Rather than a failure of capitalism,
Sowell has shown us the failure of pro-
gressivism.

The Trustbusters’
Revival Misfires
Reviewed by Richard L. Gordon

firmhas violated the antitrust laws.
In more recent decades, the Chicago

revelation has been challenged by “post-
Chicago” discoveries that some business
actions that seemed to be rehabilitated
byChicago should still comeunder scruti-
ny (though they may ultimately prove
both benign and legal). Nonetheless, U.S.
antitrust has been realigned by Chicago,
and that is a good thing for consumers.

However, some still yearn for the old
days of “big is bad” antitrust, while others
remain uncomfortable with Chicago’s

broad insight (even if amend-
ed with post-Chicago think-
ing). The book reviewed here,
How theChicago SchoolOvershot
theMark, is a product of those
twogroups. In someways the
book—unintentionally—rep-
resents abattle between them:
the “big is bad” folks want to
toss out Chicago, while the
“uncomfortable” folks realize
that can’t (and shouldn’t) be

done. For this reviewer, who accepts the
Chicago insight, the clash is fascinating
even as the book fails tomake its case.

Thebookeditor isGeorgetown lawpro-
fessor Robert Pitofsky, a prominent big-is-
bad-er who chaired Bill Clinton’s Federal
TradeCommission. The book contains 14
articles, ofwhich twoare coauthored, exam-
iningaspectsof the case.Nominally, the five
absurdly short pieces that comprise the
book’s first part are overviews of both
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Only the last point is contentious; the
previous seven are historical facts. Yet the
book devotes most of its space to dis-
cussing the first sevenpoints insteadof the
provocative eighth one.

The pre-Chicago defects of antitrust
involved an underlying excessive concern
about the pervasiveness ofmonopoly and
a resulting undue suspicion of various
business techniques. The obvious targets
were clear overreaches such as mergers
with nonexistent impacts on the vigor of
competition or, worse, protecting high-
cost firms from more efficient competi-
tors. At the second level, the commenta-
tors analyzed the invalidity of prevailing
fears about such tactics as predatory pric-
ing, tying, exclusive dealing, and mini-
mum-pricing requirements by sellers.

In the first of the book’s five overview
chapters,MIT’sRichardSchmalensee, who
leads off as the “defender” of Chicago,
gives fairly straight-forward developments
of these points. Curiously, it is
Schmalensee who makes a greater con-
cession to post-Chicago than a later, sim-
ilar treatment by Thomas E. Kauper, a
University ofMichigan lawprofessor. The
strangeness goes far beyond undermin-
inghis nominal role in the book as defend-
er. Schmalenseewas a prime victimof bla-
tant misuse of post-Chicago analysis —
he served as the lone expert witness for
Microsoft in its 1999 antitrust case. In
the Microsoft case, such arguments were
assertedwithout elaboration, and accept-
ed, inwhich the government limited itself
to repeating the post-Chicagophrase “rais-
ing rivals’ costs”; the only serious discus-
sion of the phrase’s meaning was
Schmalensee’s short oral response that
such actionsmay ormay not be anticom-
petitive. The concept encompasses all
actions that make it harder to compete.

F.M. Scherer, author of a once-promi-
nent industrial organization text, con-
tributes a chapter to thebook’s first section.
He provides offhandedly the only hint in
thebook that repealof antitrust has strong
advocates; he notes the existence of people
atAuburnUniversitywhohave an alterna-
tive view of antitrust (though he doesn’t
explain what that view is). His is an inade-
quate discussion. The book clearly ismore
for casual observers than for people famil-
iar with antitrust, and such readers would
notknowwhatScherermeans in all of this.

Another overview chapter is con-
tributedby IrvingM. Steltzer, whose career
is in consulting and think tanks.Hemost-
lymakes unsubstantiated assertions about
where antitrust can be stronger than
Chicago argues, and ends by attacking
the undue influence of think tanks. He
uses as his example, not the repeal advo-
cates at Cato, but the reformers at the
American Enterprise Institute, his former
employer (and publisher of his own gushy
tributes to antitrust).

THE ANALYSIS The book’s next section
examines the Chicago school’s focus on
efficiency. NYU law professor Eleanor
Fox offers a puzzling first chapter in
which she takes Chicago disciple Robert
Bork to task for stressing that efficiency
should be the sole concern of antitrust.
However, as has long been true in this lit-
erature (including the rest of this book),
she does not make a case for using
antitrust to attain any other goal, such as
preserving a large class of independent
business people or redistributing income.
She is smart enough to know that such
arguments are indefensible. What she
does effectively argue is that efficiency is
difficult to define. She claims that
because of this, Bork fostered an
approach that is too loose. Interestingly,
her concern about defining efficiency is
exactly the same as those who would do
away with antitrust law altogether,
because antitrust complaints too often
incorrectly assert inefficiency.

Fox does not help her argument by fre-
quent unsubstantiated assertions that
only the opinions of “conservative” econ-
omists justify the decisions that she feels
were too lenient. The cases she examines
do little for her cause. The worst-selected
case is one allowing dentists to restrict
advertising; Chicago analysis opposes
rather than approves such restrictions.
The other choices are also unconvincing,
and other contributors to the book write
that at least two of Fox’s exemplar cases
were correctly decided.

The following chapter by two law pro-
fessors, John B. Kirkwood and Robert E.
Lande, is simply silly. They argue Bork is
wrong because the framers and the courts
wanted to prevent damage to consumers
rather than inefficiency. At least where I
studied and taught economics, ineffi-

ciency meant damage to consumers.
The book’s third section focuses on

dominant firm behavior. It opens with a
chapter by Herbert Hovenkamp summa-
rizing his search for a middle ground
between Chicago and post-Chicago the-
ories that he came to recognize could
not be applied. Predictably, he is uncon-
vincing in this effort to boil down a prior
long article and a book (reviewed by me
here in 2006, and longer than all of Pitof-
sky) that themselves were not credible.
His theme is that post-Chicago “Har-
vard” antitrust is more nuanced and
more influential. He develops his case
by rushing too quickly through a survey
of a few problem areas.

The second piece, by Harvey J. Gold-
schmid (co-editor of a classic 1974 con-
ference proceedings volume in which
Chicago economists demolished the case
for breaking up large corporations), nom-
inally is a comment on Hovenkamp. The
bulk is devoted to parsing two Supreme
Court decisions. In one case, Goldschmid
accepts the outcome but attacks Justice
Antonin Scalia’s decision for going too
Chicago. In the other, he disagrees with
Hovenkamp’s attack on a successful pros-
ecution of Eastman-Kodak for tying
repairs to the purchase of its (unsuccess-
ful) copiers.

The fourth section examines vertical
arrangements, focusing on exclusion and
exclusive dealing. Both chapters in this
section follow the book’s frustrating prac-
tice of assertingwithout substantiation. In
the first of these chapters, Steven Salop,
the creator of the “raising rivals’ costs”
theory of antitrust, restates his theory
without regard to the devastating subse-
quent criticism that has been leveled
against it. This reflects the general failure
of Pitofsky’s book to note new post-post-
Chicago literature thatweakens the book’s
intrinsically overly expansive case. Worse,
in Salop’s case, his chapter treats only the
theory, when the key issue is whether the
theory provides sufficient guidance for
use in antitrust enforcement.

Stephen Calkins offers the next chap-
ter, giving a history of exclusive dealing
decisions, from which he deduces that
the courts correctly rejected Chicago
positions. Among his prime examples is
the Microsoft case; my examination of
the record in that case produced dis-
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agreement with the court decision
Calkins lauds.

The next section also concerns vertical
arrangements, this time questioning
whether resale price fixing is a sensible
response to free riding. Inadvertently, the
two papers in this section demonstrate
that the Chicago analysis is right. Being
old enough to remember when resale
pricemaintenance was a device to protect
small retail businesses from chain-store
competition, I was suspicious of the
Chicago position. However, the two
papers reveal that Chicago was talking
about something quite different — the
effort of individual producers, often fac-
ing extensive rivalry and inmany key cases
poor market performance. In that case,
Chicago argued that a valid, pro-compet-
itive strategy was for producers to require
retailers to adhere to aminimumprice as
part of an agreement in which the retail-
ers provide better customer service. The
two papers claim to identify several exam-
ples of unsound court acceptance of the
Chicago position, but in fact those exam-
ples seem to support Chicago. Also-ran
companies resort to outlet control to
counter their weaknesses.

The book ends with an effort by
JonathanBaker (with degrees in econom-
ics and law) and economistCarl Shapiro to
justify greater challenge tomergers. Again,
a necessarily cursory review of history is
used to assert that Chicago-inspired
leniency is overdone. Their key example is
the Justice Department’s failure to chal-
lengeWhirlpool’s 2007 acquisitionofMay-
tag. The concern is the largemarket shares
of the two. They ignore that a far larger
company, General Electric, also competes
in themajor household appliancemarket
and surely would expand itsmarket share
if Whirlpool/Maytag became a less vigor-
ous competitor in thewake of theirmerg-
er. Worse, Baker and Shapiro assert that
only presently unutilized foreign capacity
is available to compete (and accuse those
with a broader view of error). Apparently,
theyhave forgotten about such cases as the
automobile industry.

HISTORY None of the authors in this
volume, particularly Scherer and Hov-
enkamp, manage to deal accurately with
the history about which they are
obsessed. The complexities are great.

Early advocacy of antitrust came from
anti-theoretic “institutional” economists.
In response, Harvard’s Edward S.Mason
encouraged sound economic analysis of
major antitrust cases. Among his stu-
dents was Joe E. Bain, who became aUni-
versity of California economics profes-
sor. Bain tried to use theory and
pioneering statistical analysis to support
the institutionalists’ proposals. Bain and
later Carl Kaysen, Mason’s successor at
Harvard, thought that theory justified
radical increases in antitrust activity,
including the breakup of all large com-
panies. Bain’s views on this, however, were
at the extreme among Harvard gradu-
ates and quite different fromMason’s.

Manypeoplewho talk of the transition
from Chicago to post-Chicago antitrust
rely on the work of Chicago professor
Richard Posner. Unfortunately, Posner
oversimplifies the intellectual dispute as
one betweenHarvard andChicago, andhe
manages to convince both sides of the
validity of this sharp division. In fact, the
ties to Chicago of the “Chicago” people
were wildly variable. Chicago scholars dif-
fer among themselves, and many of the
Chicago concerns are general among
antitrust economists, including many
post-Chicago and Harvard economists.
Of particular importance is the contrast
between Posner’s belief that antitrust
should be repealed (except perhaps for
prohibitions onprice fixing), in contrast to
Bork’s optimism that antitrust law only
needs reform.What unifies Chicago, how-
ever, is the belief taken fromMason that
sound economic analysis should replace
the prevailing intuitive “big is bad” basis
for the creation and enforcement of
antitrust. Chicago strongly, but not
uniquely, opposes extreme measures and
the overall use of misguided arguments.

The original Chicago reform efforts
inspired attacks from both those who
wanted to preserve the original antitrust
philosophy and from thosewhowanted to
abolish antitrust altogether: First, a school
of new industrial economics arose to chal-
lengeChicago, citing fears about business
practices.However, the developers of those
new theories were divided about the rele-
vance of their work. Some admitted that
the ambiguities about when the practices
had anticompetitive effects were too dif-
ficult to resolve in practice. Other argued

that they had developed a post-Chicago
theory strong enough for application.
Their efforts matured by 1990, and sub-
sequently great debate arose, including
much work criticizing the new theories.

Second, new efforts were devoted to
the long-standing argument that, in the
absence of government assistance,monop-
oly would not endure and governments
lacked the competence andmotivation to
detect and correctmonopoly. This view is
far more radical than the Chicago per-
spective, yet it was held by many econo-
mists when antitrust was enacted in 1890.
For reasons that are unclear, this viewhad
weakened greatly by the 1930s. A pioneer-
ing article reviving the argumentwaswrit-
ten by Alan Greenspan in his Ayn Rand
days; in 1982,Dominic Armentano devel-
oped the first full exposition of the point;
Fred McChesney and William Shughart
edited amajor 1995 anthology examining
the idea.

CONCLUSION This quick history of
U.S. antitrust suggests that the develop-
ment of specifics is indispensable to
understanding the relevance of both the
Chicagomovement and the post-Chicago
movement. Sadly, this book fails in that
important task. The result is contrasting
and often conflicting chapters by the
book’s contributors, many of whom dis-
agree with each other and with Pitofsky.
The discussions are invariably assertions
unsupported bymeaningful analysis. Sev-
eral contributions areworthless. The effort
does not match a good symposium in a
law journal and certainly does not rise to
the excellence that justifies publication
by amajor press.

Within as well as among articles, the
contributors try to argue simultaneously
that Chicago positions were not fully
adopted, but that Chicago had an undue
influence. At best, this is too glib. Proof
requires far more explicit attention than
the bookdevotes to this or any other issue
it examines.

As usual in such debates, apologists
will say that fewer, fuller articles would
have done the job better. However, Hov-
enkamp’s effort at full-scale defense failed
as well. Thus, the alternative conclusion
that the case is invalid is more plausible.
Antitrust should go no further than the
most restrictive Chicago suggestions.
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There is much disagreement over our
intellectual property regime. Some argue
strenuously that it doesn’t go far enough
in “protecting” creators, while others claim
that it goes too far, stifling innovation by
unduly limiting the freedom to use ideas.
(See, for instance, “Of Patents and Prop-
erty,” Winter 2008, and “Courts and the
Patent System,” Summer 2009.) Boldrin
andLevine take a truly radical position:We
should get rid of our systemof intellectu-
al monopoly entirely. The authors write:

Our analysis leads us to conclusions
that are at variance with both sides….
Creators of new goods are not differ-
ent from producers of old ones: they
want to be compensated for their
effort. However, it is a long and dan-
gerous jump from the assertion that
innovators deserve compensation for
their efforts to the conclusion that
patents and copyrights, that is, a
monopoly, are the best or only way
to provide that reward.

In short, Boldrin andLevine argue that
intellectualmonopolies are anunnecessary
evil with large costs and scant benefits.

HISTORY The authors proceed tomake
their case against governmentally conferred
intellectual monopolies (of course, they
aren’t opposed to allowing innovators to
privately exploit the fact that
they have an idea that no one
else does) by a traversal of his-
tory and theory. The history
that is relevant includes a lot
of debunking of widely
acceptedbeliefs about famous
inventors who relied on
patents, evidence that creativ-
ity has f lourished in the
absence of any system of
patent and copyright, and
demonstration thatpatents andcopyrights
have placed obstacles in the way of
progress. (Some of this history will be
familiar to those who have read James
Bessen andMichaelMeurer’s recent book
Patent Failure.)

For instance, consider James Watt. His
steam engine is often regarded as the cata-
lyst that brought about the Industrial Rev-
olution, and defenders of intellectual
monopoly assert that his patenting of his
innovation was instrumental in its spread.
But in fact, the steamenginealreadyexisted

whenWattdevisedan improvementon it in
1764, freelyutilizinganumberofunpatent-
ed ideas. The next year, he applied for a
patent, supported by wealthy industrialist
MatthewBoulton.Thepatentwasgranted,
but Watt and Boulton did little with their
engine until 1775, when they asked Parlia-
ment to extend the patent until 1800.
(Edmund Burke denounced the monop-
oly, but to no avail.)Only thendid produc-
tion of the engine begin — along with rig-
orous efforts to block other inventors who
came up with improvements. Numerous
innovations were kept at bay until Watt’s
patent expired. Further, Watt was to some
degree “hoistwithhisownpetard”because
several technical improvements he might
haveusedtomakehisownenginemoreeffi-
cient had been patented by others. Sum-
ming up Watt’s tale, Boldrin and Levine
write, “In fact, it is only after their patents
have expired that Boulton andWatt really
started to manufacture steam engines.
Before then, their actions consisted princi-
pallyof extractingheftymonopoly royalties
through licensing.”Thus, theBritishpatent
systemdidnotcatalyzeWatt’s invention,but
after he had secured his patent, it diverted
his efforts andobstructed furtherprogress.
Watt’s steam enginemonopoly did society
about asmuchgood as the infamous royal
monopolies of earlier centuries.

Among many similar sto-
ries in the book, the one that
will no doubt raise the most
eyebrows is that of theWright
flyer. Wilbur and Orville did
make some innovations
important to flight, building
upon previous ideas that for-
tunately weren’t roped off by
patents. After receiving their
patent, however, the Wrights
took the typical rent-seeking

route, squabbling with other innovators
(particularly Glenn Curtiss) over alleged
patent infringements.Mostoftheearlydevel-
opment of the airplane occurred in France,
where theWright patents heldno force.

Those and many other instances lead
the authors to conclude, “Intellectual
monopoly is not a cause of innovation, but
rather an unwelcome consequence of it.”

Boldrin and Levine also take on the
notion that patents and copyrights are
necessary to spark innovation by pointing
to many examples of fast-paced develop-
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Article I, Section 8 of the Constitu-
tion provides that Congress may
establish a system of patents and

copyrights topromoteprogress in “science
and useful arts.” The drafters of the Con-
stitution were, overwhelmingly, govern-
mental minimalists who wanted to keep
the authority of the state as limited as pos-
sible, consistentwithsocietalorder.Over the
years, however, free market scholars have
argued that someof theConstitution’spro-
visions give power to government where it
wouldhavebeenbetter not to.The coining
ofmoney could, for example, havebeen left
tobusiness firms competing toprovide the
serviceof turning rawmetal intoeasily trad-
ed coins. (Seemy review of George Selgin’s
GoodMoney,Winter2008.)Arguably,we’dbe
better off if the Constitution hadn’t put
the government into themoney business.

Nowwe have two scholars contending
that the power to issue patents and copy-
rights was also a mistake and that we
would be a lot better off if government
couldnot create those intellectualmonop-
olies. Michele Boldrin and David Levine,
both economics professors at Washing-
tonUniversity in St. Louis, offer their new
book Against Intellectual Monopoly, which
makes an extremely powerful case against
patents and copyrights.

Most people are likely to believe, as the
Constitution’s drafters did, that we need
patents and copyrights to stimulate inno-
vation and creativity. Boldrin and Levine
argue that this belief is mistaken. Just as
other supposedly helpful interventions by
the state actually obstruct economic
progress— the authorsmention tradepro-
tectionism and I would add government
schooling, central banking, andmanyoth-
ers—creating intellectualmonopolies does
farmore harm than good.

George Leef is director of research for the JohnW.

Pope Center for Higher Education Policy.
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ment and creativity where there were no
intellectual monopoly laws. For example,
innovators in plant breeding keptmaking
strides even though it was not possible to
patent new strains of plant life. The same,
they argue,was true inmusic; therewasno
copyright law inAustria and thenumerous
German states at the time when Mozart
andBeethovenwere writing, but that did-
n’t stop them from their amazing creativ-
ity. What if there had been copyright,
though? Would the irascible Beethoven
have spent time in legal battles against
composers like Schubert, whomhemight
have accused of pirating his ideas?Maybe,
and if so,wemightnothave asmanyofhis
late string quartets to enjoy.

Third, intellectual monopoly leads to
great inefficiency aspeople try to game the
system.Amongother shenanigans,Boldrin
and Levine point to the phenomenon of
“submarine” patents. These are vague
patents (and one of the book’s many sur-
prising revelations is how liberal thePatent
Office iswith its favors) that people obtain
notbecause theyhave any intentionofpro-
ducing anything, but simply so they can
later launch a sneak attack on others who
actually do want to produce something,
by claiming patent infringement and forc-
ing a costly settlement. It’s clear that the
patent and copyright system has a lot of
hidden costs that impede real innovation.

Turning to theory, theauthors includea
brilliant discussion of the nature of com-
petition, focusing especially on the “first
mover advantage.”Being first in themarket
confers (or at least can confer) great profit
advantages. It is as ifwhitedidn’t justget the
first move in a chess game, but the first
three. Boldrin andLevinewrite, “Ultimate-
ly, no academic work can do more than
scratch the surfaceof the firstmoveradvan-
tage; it is limitedonly byhuman ingenuity,
anarea inwhichacademic economistshave
no special advantage.” In the absence of
intellectual monopoly, innovators would
put more effort into capitalizing on their
ideas and stop wasting time and resources
on rent-seeking.

PHARMACEUTICALS When I men-
tioned the thesis of the book tomy son, a
college student, his immediate reply was,
“What about pharmaceuticals? Without
patents, wouldn’t drug innovation stop?”
That is agoodquestion, andtheauthorsare

aware that few people will take them seri-
ously if they can’t allay the fear that drug
companies wouldn’t continue to develop
newmedicines if they couldn’t recoup the
high costs with patent-protected profits.
Indeed, in recent Regulation articles, both
James Bessen and Michael Meurer, and
Dan Burk and Mark Lemley suspended
their general skepticism of patents and
copyrights when they turned their discus-
sions to pharmaceuticals and chemicals.

It would unduly extend this review to
examine the arguments Boldrin and
Levine advance to support their claim that
patents are not necessary even in the drug
industry. Undoubtedly, their book will
receive a great deal of critical attention,
much of it directed at their conclusion
thatwe’d have at least asmuch innovation
in the absence of patents. Inmy view, they
make a convincing case, but I would be
eager to hear counter-arguments.

If the authors are right,we shouldaban-
donour intellectualmonopoly system.But
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is it possible thatwewill do so?Boldrinand
Levine are cognizant of the Public Choice
reasons for pessimism. The status quohas
a lot of powerful beneficiarieswhowill vig-
orouslydefend it, includinga largenumber
of lawyers, patent and copyright officials,
Disney, the recorded music industry, and
others.Thosewhowouldbenefit fromend-
ing the systemof intellectualmonopoly—
mainly the public at large — are not politi-
cally organized andhave little orno ideaof
the losses they suffer frompatent andcopy-
right impediments.But ifnoonebrings the
undesirability of intellectual monopoly to
our attention,we’re sure tobe stuckwith it.
I give the authors high marks for making
sucha strongcase for a radical, and tomost
people counter-intuitive, position.

And not only does Against Intellectual
Monopoly advance a striking proposition,
but it’s alsoverywitty.Freemarketadvocates
will find it apleasure to readandachallenge
to themind.This is abook thatdeserves to
bewidely read anddebated. R
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